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Introduction 
The city in historical imagination 

Yet throughout this time (of dewlonization) Raba~ retained i ts - there is no 
other word for it - charm. . . . Nor . . . did Raha~ become a xething, noisy 
and poverty-stricken "Catcutta." 

Janet Abu-Lughod' 

Representing model.liity and nationalism 

Fourtrcn years ago, when I first began to study the contemporary image 
of Calcutta and the cultural and political processes that have contributed 
to it, l noticed a remarkable consirrtency in the representations of ~ a l c u t t a . ~  
Novelists and historians, travelers and administrators all seemed to agree 
that with its poor location on a swamp, the city was doomed from the 
very begnning. Contemporary authors discussing the entrenched poverty 
of the city cite 200 years of writing and painting as evidence to remind 
us that it has always been so. Plagued by poverty, politics, disease, and 
disorder, British attempts to build a city went awry. 

What makes Calcutta shochng to visitors is that the abject poverty is 
undisguised - revealed in the disintegrating brickwork of stained walls, in the 
exposed life of street and slum dwellers, in the stench of rotting garbage on 
the sidew&. Witnessing Calcutta's "primitive" problems, one anthro- 
pologist writing recently agreed with Rudyard hpling that "the city is 
abovc preten~e."~ In  other words, the poverty is so debilitating that there 
is na possibility that it might be left behind ghetto walls, the privacy of homes, 
or moderrl institutions such as prisons, poor houses, or disguised through a 
patina of modernity. After aIl, the project of becoming modern has been 
less about eradicatirlg poverty than about classifying it, and designating for 
it well bounded spaces so that it might not contaminate the dignity of repre- 
sentable civic life. In the case of Calcutta, the poverty spills out  in the streets 
wiping out the distinctions between public and private spaces, colonizing 
your vision, and infecting the air you breathe. The dirt and stench c o n h  
the existence of lives and- spaces that apparently have escaped the scopic 
regime of modernity. Is this what early nineternth-crntury European 
cities were  like before they had been thoroughly refashioned into modern 
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metropolises? Or is Calcutta a vision or "Third World" futures and their 
unfulfilled modernity? Calcutta, defined by lacks and absences, in its 
impossibility of becoming modern, then, most would agree, is what a 
city ought not to be, and definitely not what a modern city is like. A by- 
word for under-development, Calcutta has dso become a convenient case 
for demonstrating that some Third World ex-colonial cities avoided its 
unsightly fate. 

As the epigram to this introduction indicates, in her fine srudy of the 
Moroccan dual city of Rabat-Salt, Janet Abu-Lughod noted that despite 
the urban apartheid of apportioning modern amenities unequally between 
the native city and the new French city, and notwithstanding the ecotlomic 
problems faced by Rabat in the aftermath of decolonization, Rabat did 
not become "Calcutta." The comment was made almost in passing (there 
is no other reference to Calcutta in the book), but the comparison was 
based on the strength of the popularly shared image of twentieth-century 
Calcutta. Here, "Calcutta," set in quotation marks, stands for the worst 
possibility of urbanism, obviating any sustained comparison between the 
two ex-colonial capital cities. Her remark made in the context of discussing 
Rabat's "dependent urbanization," howrvcr, had a hint of unease and an 
important suggestion embedded in it. Her reference to Calcutta was about 
the idea of Calcutta, a perception of its physical attributes rather than the 
attributes themselves, and Rabat, she suggested, perceptually performed 
differently, more positively. Here, a historical narrative based on popula- 
tion and trade statistics, urbanization rate, and problems of developmental 
planning, capitulated to a dflerent way of descfibing the city - a descrip- 
tion that aimed to convey the "charm" of Rabat. Conscious of resonating 
an "Orientalist" way of looking at picturesque native cities, Abu-Lughod 
clarified that "there is no other word for it," before proceeding'to assure 
the reader that the 

[Plhysical site remained outrageously beautiful. . . . ?'he failure of the 
port, while disaskous from an economic point of view, cleared the water- 
way for small boats, swimmers, and fishermen, and the lack of heavy 
industries kept the air clean. An agreeable clunatc graced the city . . . 
The city remained remarkably clean, even in the worst bldonvilles, and 
the people retained their quiet dignity and discipline, making passage 
through even the most crowded sugs a plea~ant experience." 

The language of this description is essentially modernist even as it under- 
scores the aesthetic. pleasure of underdevelopment. In moving us between 
the beautiful natural landscape of Rabat and the pleasant experience of 
the suqs and its disciplined populace, Abu-Lughod did not suggest that we 
abandon evaluating the city through a modernist lens, but provided us 
with the aesthetic counterpart of that vision. The quiet, ordedy city (even 
when economic and social modernization remained unfulfilled) is worth 

our approbation a n d  admiration. In  Rabat the socio-economic drferment 
of a colonial modernity dous not bctray itwlf as visual-perceptual cuntra- 
diction. Economic problenls and poverty in such a city can be analyzed/ 
gazed upon by the researcher/tourist safely, close-up, without any scnse 
of revulsion. 

The obviou5 lesson here for students of colonial urhaniam is that not all 
colonial citics suffered Calcutta's fate, because colonial mcrdcrt~ization did 
not operate everywhere similarly, and the absence of inodcrt~ist apartheid 
a la Rabat (namely in terms ofphysical planning) had an even more adverse 
impact on Calcutta. What troubles Calcutta, then, we are led to infer, is not 
its un-modernity, but its modernity gone astray. Calcutta, subjected to 
modernization eflorts by the British, and failing to live up to not just the 
economic promise but the architectural and perceptual promise as well, 
proved that something was dinerent, even exceptional. 

In this book I want to take u p  the question of modernity that haunts 
our perception of Calcutta and prevents us from exploring the historical 
process by which Calcutta came so readily to serve as a metaphor of urban 
disaster. I bepn addressing this question by studying the British attitudes 
that produced the dominant image of a problem-ridden city in the nine- 
teenth century, and then proceed to explore other ways of cnvisianing 
the city. emphasizing modes of Bengali spatial imagination, spcci6cally the 
Bengali understanding of "public space." The crafting of a nationalist iden- 
tity was ceotral to modern Bengali spatial imagnatioil and was animated 
by the conflictual response to city life as Bengali residents struggled to 
accommodate the colonial city within their idea of the nation. 

My alternate descriptions do not attempt to displace one set of repre- 
sentations with another, more "favorable" set. Nor am I attempting to 
represent the city itself. Rather, my goal is ro problematize the idea of repre- 
senting the city - both colonialisr and nationalist - and explore the struc- 
tures of power and knowledge that underlie different representations of 
the city. Through these descriptions I a m  suggesting a model of modernity 
that cannot simply be described as the u~~fulfilled promise of a Western 
(and therefore assumed to be universal) idea, or one possible configuration 
of that universal idea. It was con tingent on the "translations" inherem 10 

the process of colonial encountrr and formed in accommodation and 
conflict with Western ideals of individuality, progress, and public and pri\.atz 
life. The' ciry was rendered uncanny in both colonialist and nationalist 
irnapnation by repressing and resurrecting traces of an unrrasoning 
modernity. I will have opportunities to elaborate on the idea of unreason- 
ing modernity in Chapters 3 and 4. Suffice here to say that unreason does 
not refer to a lack of reason, but to the realm of memory, myth, and 
those aspects of experience that are not easily amenablr: to discourse or 
representation. 

The modernity 1 am speaking of was particular to nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century Calcutta, and was no less or more provincial, and 



as a process no more or less contradictory, than that of the urbanism 
of nineteenth-century Paris or Vienna, which are routinely suggested as 
binhplaces of nineteenth-century modernity. The "authenticity" and "orig- 
inality" of the modernity of Park and Vienna are understood, for the most 
part, to be the result of internal cultl~ral and political dynamics.5 Such 
cultural insularity is not granted to colonial cities of the last two centuries. 
An economic and cultural process of European darnination is presumed 
to have provided these far away locales with the material for development, 
as well as the scaffolding of ideas necessary for a modern culture to come 
alive. For example, in Marshall Berman's imaginative mapping of the 
genealogy of modernism, there is a particular time and place allocated to 
Paris, New York, and Braailia - each city is seen to come to its best/worst 
at a particular creative moment along a linear chain of pr~~ress / regress .~  
Everywhere except in Europe and the United States (of course by the logc 
of such history the thread of progress has to find its way to the twentieth- 
century US) the cRects of modernism are distorted; modern cultural 
forms appear as caricatures or as fantasy -- "shrill, uncouth, and inchoate."' 
Bennan argued that the "modernism of underdevelopment," exemplified 
by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Petersburg, is caused by the failure 
to institute: economic, social, and technological nlodernization through a 
fully formed capitalist system.8 And yet he claimed that modernity "cuts 
across all boundaries of geography and ethnicity, class and nationality, 
of religion and ideology" to "unite all rna~~kind."' As Paid Cilroy has 
appropriately pointed out, Berrnan's Eurocentric position and desire for 
generalization did not allow him to conceptualize historically specific experi- 
ences of black-white, male-female, lord-bondsman within such a frame- 
work.la Dflerence in Berman's united world could only manifest itself 
through aberrations in the Third World, where First World experiences are 
produced vicariously, demonstrating in their incompleteness the originality 
of the European idea/product that came first. 

Despite Berman's deeply flawed model of modernism, I f'ind two ideas 
that form the very precept of his work to be useful for thinking through 
Calcutta's modernity. Of these, first is the idea of contradiction, and second 
is the desire to note the life on the street and the material culture of 
modern cities. Berman noted: 

To be modern is to live a life of paradox and contradiction . . . it is 
to be both revolutionary and conservative: alive to new possibilities 
for experience and adventure, frighterled by the nihilistic depths to 
which so many modern adventures lead . . . to be fully modern is to 
be anti-modem. ' ' 

If we are to take this paradox to heart then the idea of modern life as a 
sudden break with the past loses potency and allows us to question the 
sources of ambivalence that resonate through the writing, performance, 
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and politics of the people who find themselves to he modern. I t  also helps 
us stray from the misinformed idea of a European modernity slapped onto 
Calcutta by the colonizers to view modernity as a set of' negotiations 
betwecn individuals, cnmrnunities, and thr state, betwee11 ideational space 
and physical space, in which nortns of private and public lives arc ~ + o r k e d  
out,  and through which modern subjects are produced. While t h~s  dynamic 
of modernicy breaks down the insularity of blatk/white, male/fernale, 
lord/bondsrnan dyads, it  auxiously constructs these "differences" on a nr.w 
topos of the nation. The  emergence of such a topos in nineteenth-cetltuly 
Calcutta forms the basis of the present work. 

The first half of the twentieth century witnessed a number of importan~ 
spatial and cultural changes in Calcutta that led to the formation ofa signifi- 
cant and identifiable body of Bengali literature, paintings, plays, films, as 
well as literary and art criticism that dealt w ~ t h  various notions of nation- 
alism and modern Bengali identity and claimed the city as its own. Such a 
cultul-al space was in turn made possible by the p,roliferation of a tlunlber 
of public places for getting together - theatcrs, cinemas, cafes, and parks - 
which, from the 1920s, orten borrowed European Modernist and Art 
Dero architectural forms to announce their ~lo\relty. In the s~uthcrn  part 
ol'the city thc penchant for formal attributes of Art D C C ~  gave entire hlocks 
a formal coherence that would continue until the early 1960s. In other 
words, man): of the spatial transformations between 1920 and 1960 can be 
read as Modern because of their expressive relationship (even when selective 
in its application) to Western Moderniht aesthetics, What I study in this 
book, however, are mainly the events, syn~ptorns, and spatial configurations 
that led up to the creation d such a cultural space. An understanding 
of the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century structural ti-ansforrnatjon is 
necessan: to locate the later events in appropriate regsters. 

Long before the explicitly "political" domain became an arena of nation- 
alist performance, Bengali literary imagination and spatial practice began 
the painsta!ang and paradoxical task of negotiating the domir~ance of thr 
colonial city.'? The paradox resided in the rerusal to explicitly acknow- 
ledge one's creative location in  he city. 111 nineteenth-century Bengali 
literary imagination, the city is rarely privllcged as the space of creativity 
and "originality." Predominantly portrayed as an imposition, a constraint, 
the city seems to be made bearable by imagining a blissful countryside 
that pe;.forms as the ideal home. Such idyllic imaginings of the home-as- 
village Life was a peculiarly urban di~course. '~  If such nationalist longings 
elicited a refusal to accept the dictates of Western modernity, such "and- 
modernity" was itself a process of becoming modern. One or the tasks I 
take up in this book is to drrnonstrate how the city was shaped and used 
as a site of modern literary and artistic interven~ion even when this was 
often not explicitly acknowledged in the literature. City imagination and 
the casting of a moral topography were not absent in ninrteenth-century 
Bengali discourse; it was figured differentJy than one would expect in 



Parif or London. What distinguishes Bengali modernity and the nation- 
alist construction of identity is the emplacement of the self in the troubled 
relation between the city and country. 

I have been highly selective in choosing themes that help us in under- 
standing the "structure of attitudes and references" that produced this 
colonial modernity - not a colonizer's modernit)' - leaving our much that 
can be considered in an urban history.'+ I use Edward Said's phrase, 
however, in a broader scope than Said perhaps intended. The structure I 
study was not unified or singular, Instead of a stable scaffolding, the struc- 
ture of attitudes - both British and Bengdi - consisted oia changing matrix 
within which relations were reconfigured and realigned over time. The 
scope of imperialism was not all-encompassing, and it would be inaccurate 
to imagine that every aspect of urban experience can be understood by 
relating it to the structure of imperial attitudes; but colonial contestation 
did produce images of Calcutta that would have a significant impact on 
pre- and port-independence cultural discourse. What I call Calcutta's 
modernity was a product of both the modern forms and techniques of 
governance instituted by colonlal authority, as well as the nationalist - 
literary, artistic, spatial - ambitions cultivated by the Bengali community. 

I emphasize the particular and contingent in this study not as a plea 
for either "cultural relativism" or a simple-minded "cuItural difference." 
Rather, I wish to move up-Front the specific qliestions we may ask abouc 
the physicd landscape ol Calcutta through a careful investigation of the 
historical record, as a mode of addressing the issue of representation that 
is at the center of my query. What is significant here is not simply 
the diverse representations of Calcutta, but what Walter Mignolo calls, 
"the politics of enacting and constructing loci of en~nciat ion." '~ In other 
words, I am trylng to construct the links between the ideational space of 
image, imagination, and production of subjectivity with the physical space 
of urban form, claim, and territoriality, as a response to the specific prob- 
lems of Calcutta's urban historiography. And yet 1 expect this work to 
extend beyond a case study. Many of the issues I explore in this book 
remain relevant for understanding thr experience of modrrnity in most 
parts of the world. Calcutta's historiography enables me to challenge the 
assumptions of Western modernist discourse, in fact, by allowing me 
positions that would not be available to someone studying "Western" 
cities, positions that were made possible by Bengali literary and spatial 
imagination. 

Received histories 

The key problem of Calcutta's urban literaturc is the uncritical accept- 
ance of British sources and the resultant re-circulation of the colonizers' 
ideas about the Indian landscape. Twentieth-century urban historians 
of Calcutta have relied heavily upon European sourccs, particularly on 
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eighteenth- and ninctounth-century accounts of British administrators.'" 
Not surprisingly, these accounts emphasized the writer's own interests 
and purposcs of trade, mapping. surveying, revenue, and judicial admi n- 

istration, and only those issues of the Indian political and cultural land- 
scape that werr directly relevant to these interests, or those intcrpret'itions 
that suited such cnterpri~e, found their way into these accounts. Despite 
three decades of inquiry into "Orientalism" by scholars across ihc globe, 
Calcutta's urban historian5 have been particularly resistant to such critiques 
and methods of analysis. In  most of thc pertinent urban literature, the 
categories of black/white, colonizer/colonized remain uncontested and, 
more problematically, the colonial sources are not interrogated for their 
motivation and paint of view. This encourages the reproduction of Kipling- 
esque images, leading to the conclusion that the "city of palaces" was 
doomed to fail because of inherent problems that had little to do with the 
colonial construction oi horrfic images. Although Kipling's biases do not 
go unrecognized, historians attempt to sec his work merely as an exaggera- 
tion of reality, corroborating his subjective representations with objective 
documents, such as government reports." The nineteenth-century docu- 
ments, particularly government rcports on Calcutta arr rcad in narrowly 
fi~nctional terms, detached fiom the larger imperial context, implying 
that if' a particular representation is not explicitly related to any political 
agenda it is faithful in its correspondencc to reality and undected by 
political aims. Such readings. more importantly, fail to distinguish between 
application of' apparently similar ideas in the metropolitan and colonial 
contexts." For exampie, such a reading presumes that the methods of 
sanitation adopted in London and Calcutta were directed towards the 
same goals, and that nineteenth-century sanitation reports can be read 

I 

through the same lens of medical thinking. In contrast, the planning 
measures undertaken in Calcutta can only be understood when placrd in 
the crossfire of differing opinions harbored by different groups inhabiting 
the city. 

In a nutshell, the body of knowledge we have inherited and dub the 
"urban history cif Calcutta" is an imperial history. It is a narrative of heroic 
British efforts to build a c.ity in the marshes of Bengal, in the face of native 
hostility, amid festering jungles and tropical heat. The traditional treatment 
of the ci,ty's beginning is symptomatic ofthe manner in which its later histon- 
ography has taken shape. Two claims about this early history - that the firs1 
act in Calcutta's llistory was the rout~ding byJob Charnock, and that British 

I 
finance builr Calcutta - sustained the n~yth of a British city, a notion called 
on time and again in the last decades of the ninctcenth centun ro attest to 
the sole right of British residcnts to administer the city. In relating the story 

I of Charmock, colonial historians disregarded the existence of seltlement in 
the arca and its importance for trade prior to British arrival. 

In  the seventeenth century, the British were one of several groups o i  
i 
I 

foreign merchants given the right to trade in Bengal. They shared the 



mercantile fortunes with Dutch, French, Portuguese, Armenian, and 
Indian merchants. Bengal, as one of the most productive regions of the 
Mughal empire, boasted a strong agricultural base, a high skill level arrlong 
artisans, and a financial and communications network supported by a fairly 
stable administrative structure, making it an important site of inter- 
national trade. By the mid-seventeenth century, the volume of traffic in 
money had reached sufficient proportions to integrate the markets in the 
long distance commodities, such as silk. By the mid-eighteenth century 
Bengal had regional specializations of cash crops, textiles, and grain 
surpluses. There were large wholesale markets such as Bhagwangola and 
Narayanganj, numerous h a 1  markets called gmjs, and small-scale uans- 
actions in village hmh (weekly markets). Dhaka and Murshidabad were 
established centen of Mughal royalv, and Krishnanagar, Burdwan, and 
Rajshahi were dominated by powerful ~amindars (landlords).Ig The direc- 
tors of the European companies stationed company servants in their 
factories to facilitate trade. In Bengal these factories stood on the west 
bank of the Hooghly, and by the mid-eighteenth century, these factory 
sites had been expanded into towns. In the lower reaches of the Hooghly, 
textile manufacturers inhabited populous &ages, near where Charnock 
decided to restart the Company's enterprise after two failed attempts. The 
sire was on the east side of the river, relatively free of inundation, and 
more secure from attack by competing powers, as potential enemies had 
to risk the breadth of the river to claim Cal~utta.~' 

The nature of commerce in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Bengal 
meant that Indian merchants were deeply involved with Europeans. Both 
the Dutch and Bhtish East India Companies, as well as private merchants 
trading under the Companies' protection, borrowed heavily Prom Indian 
bankers. Just as the European settlements provided large markets advan- 
tageous to Indian artisans and merchants, the Europeans needed the 
assistance of the native mercantile class to succeedn2' 

The idea that British capital built Calcutta is based otl a peculiarly 
British cobnial notion of what constituted the city itself. Calcutta's histor- 
ians spun the story by choosing discrete events such as the founding act 
of Job Charnock, the Battle of Plassey in 1757 when the East India 
Company's forces defeated the Nawab of Bengal, Siraj-ud-daulah, and h e  
granting of the Duuani to the East India Company in 1765, searnlessly 
tying these events together in a narrative of continuous deve l~prnen t .~~  

The story rarely revealed contradictions and disruptions inregral to the 
historical experience, and in so doing left out anything that did not fit the 
chaos-leads-to-order narrative. Furthermore, historians emphasized polit- 
ical events, with little spatial understanding of the city's history. The spatial 
extensions and appropriations seemed to happen naturally as a result of 
political events, relieving narrators of h e  necessity of delving into the 
complicated transactions involved in claiming territory. This standard urban 
history cited buildings and monuments such as the new Court House, 
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Government House, and HolweH's Black Hole memorid as facts corrob- 
orating the weight of political everltb. ,4 few selected buildings became 
markers of an imperial domain and an imperial history, ilIubtrating the 
inevitable growth of Calcutta as a British city. Whttl the urban experience 
was described, such description presumed a European point of view. 

Any srrious attcntion to the historical cvidencc of late seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-centul): Bengal cannot fail to ilh~strate the precarious situation 
of the British East India Company during this time. Far from being 
able to predict future British control, t Ilr uncertainty of British enterprise 
was evident to British authorities, the same authorities whose deeds would 
be constructed into a story of uninterrupted succrss. The contributors to 
this story were historians as well as administrators who were involved 
in the conflicts, writing after British control had been somewhat consoli- 
dated.2s Not only were the complex choices and decisions made by the 
British and Indians simplified into a British winning strategy, the enormous 
contributiotl and resistance of the native population during the rntire 
duration of colonial rule is effectively subdued as park of thc city's history. 
We are led to believe that although initially tainted by grecdy mercantilism, 
the British made Calcutta a city worth living in. Consequer~tl~, it was no 
worlder the city slipped into a morass of "third-worldness" whrn thc c.olonia1 
yoke was lifted. The tale of the "black" and "white" towns et~capsulates the 
nature and power of the siinpl~stic and ritualistic metaphors used to convey 
this image. 

Historians tell us that during the eighteenth century a "white" town 
developed in and around Fort William, characterized by sparsely distrib- 
uted neo-classical and Georgian buildings and surrounded by a "black" 
native town of densely packed houses and shanries organized along caste 
and occupational lines.2q Such an understanding of the cerlter and the 
periphery indicates the vantage points from which these historians repre- 
sented Calcutta. The story was told, and is recounted evea today, from 
the point of view of thr European standing within the safe confines of the 
white towu. 

An unqualified assumption of Calcutta as a British creation begrts narra- 
tives in which the colonizers arc the only aclivr agents in the scene, 
relegating the colorlized populat~on to thc: role of passivr inhabitants or, 
at  hest, resistors of domination. This issuc is not at all peculiar to Calcutta, 
but common to the study of colonial cities. T w o  attitudcr towards urhari 
studies lead to such assumptions: an inordinate ernpha5is in architectutal 
and plann~ng scholarship on first acts and initial designs;25 and the incli- 
nation to examine colanid cities as caught in the wch of global capitalism, 
with the native cdture seen as mcrdy "impacted" by capitalist domina- 
tior? and Western intellectual and artistic ideas." In the case of Calcutta, 
this noriorl derived support fronl the assumptiorl of classical Orientalism 
that claiinrd that authentic India resided in the. villages, in the country's 
cultural antiquity and defective theocracy. 



' ' g spatially 

By emphasizing the duality of'the "black" and "white" towns one misses the 
idea that the critical aspects of colonial cities lic not in the clarity of this 
duality, but in the tension of bturring boundarks betweer) the two. Thcse 
settlerrlents were far from autonomous black and white landscape3. In  fact, 
the economic, political, and social conditions of colonial culturc petletrated 
the insularity of both the black and white towns, although at differcnt levels 
and to different degrees. In addition, bolh landscapes, not merely thc "black" 
town, were fractured along lines of occupation, class, and ethnicity. 
Considering that the history of Calcutta was written from the point of view 
of a European residing in the white town, in this work I attempt to under- 
stand the impact of such a point of view and to excavate other vantage 
points from which the city was experienced. 

Although Indian historians have partially relied on the Bengali litera- 
ture for depicting Bengali life in the nineteenth century, only a few havc 
taken the first steps in presenting comprting images. The most compelling 
analyses of the culture of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Calcutta 
have been produced by scholars working in different areas of cultural 
history. With few exceptions, however, these works dcpend on literary 
analysis and lack a spatial dimension. Here I am making an important 
distinction between literary space of locution and physical space of inhab- 
itation and production, and suggestirlg the need to recognize the nature 
of connectiotl between these spaces. Analyses that orlly interrogate rhctor- 
ical positions without attending to the connection between rhetoric and 
the everyday practice and experience of space produce distorted pictures 
of historical and cultural processes. Cities and landscapes cannot be effec- 
tively studied simply as texts; they must be examined in terms of cultural 
practice.27 W. J. T. Mitchell has argued 'for a critical reading of land- 
scapes to recognize their role as instrunlents of power; but l am suggesting 
that we need to do more thah "read" landscapes and cities as ystems of 
representation. This is not to deny the power of representation; in fact I 
argue throughout this work in favor of its immense capacity to frame 
visions and prospects of the city. Nevertheless, the city is not limited to 
the sum of its representations. It is also the space where individuals and 
group challenge, ignorr, depart from, or accommodate the rhetorical 
and ideational level. By grounding the rhetorical in the material expcri- 
ences of a city we can appreciate the extent and limit of the power of 
representation. The complex multi-layered landscape of colonial Calcutta 
demands a multi-centered approach. Instead of a fixed-point perspective 
from historian to artifact we need to adopt a mobile ~erspective that 
describes the heterogeneous topography of power. Such a mobile perspec- 
tive would help us recopize thr historicity and jdeologkd underpinnings 
of the knowledge we have inherited about the city, and the stories w r  
perpetuate. 

Written and visual depictions produced by visitors and the city's inhabit- 
ants, oficial documents, and the extant urban hbric are the building blacks 
of this story. In the process of conducting research I have documented 
2 15 buildings of which I present 15 as part of my analysis. Accounts of 
monuments and prominent buildings as self-contained fasts are not the 
primary concern of this investigation. Kather, their ernbeddedness in a 
larger urban fabric, including mundane traccs of social attitudes and 

l ideology, is more significant. Thcsc ideological traccs may be found in 
commr.ntaries on household servants, in the prescriptions of appropriate 
decor fur Ben@ households, as well as in discussions of sanitation in 
municipal documents. The diversity of sources provides the opportunity for 
generating affiliations across texts and between text and space. In piecing 
these disparate sources together I have, however, been careful not to 
collapse them to form one continuous historical fabric. Many werr fleeting 
descriptions of the city; to pin down these ephemeral impressions with 

I other substantial evidence would add depth not otherwise there. Instead 
of treating them as several pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, I treat these sources 
as if they were several layers of experience separated by context. Collating 
these would not generate a composite picture, rather i t  would highlight the 
difference between individual portrayals of a city experienced from varying 
levels of intimacy and contested from divergent perspectives. 

In order to unravel the complexity that contributed to the production 
of the nineteenth-century image and experience of Calcutta, 1 have adopted 
three inter-related analytic strategies. The first strategy is to analyze the 

l social roles and vantages of the writers, joumdists, and administrators. 
This approach is intended to explicate the positions from which British 
administrators, visitors, and the city's Indian population created their dia- 
logue and the issues and images t h a ~  they responded to. For example, in 
the case of European authors, I try to see how thrir individual narratives 
of Calcutta incorporated larger issues of imperialism. The versatility of the 
structure of imperialism resided in its flexibility and in it? ability to accnnl 
rnodarc a wide range of interests and points of view, even conflicting in 
many regards, within certain predefined parameters of the white man's 
burden. Mrn and women from diverse profe~sinm and pursuits found thrir 
own piece of ground in the diverse, large, and changing scope nl' imperi- 
alism. Thus, all of the evidence may not show up as a singularly defined 
imperial stratep, and far from being monolithic, irnperlal ideology 
contained the vagaries of particularity and expressirc context. Calcutta 
was portrayed much more negatively than Bombay. iilthuugh the plan- 
ning problerns of the two citirs were similar in many respects. This suggests 
that attitudes, in fact, had little to do with physical I-calities, or that they 
cannut be itlterpreted as a uniform reading of the "nativc." Calcutla's 
negative impression had much to do with thc Bengalis, who were consid- 

1 ered disagreeable and politically dangerous, while the Parsis in Bombay 
were seen as allies of British interests.2D 



The second strategy addresses the narrative itself - exploring the rhetor- 
ical devices used to communicate cultural attributes and socio-political 
disunctions. For example, in colonial documents, whether they are govern- 
ment reports or travelogues, reprcsentations of thc city and its people 
are fashioned in a characteristic colonial rhetoric. These hinge on essen- 
tialjzations that help to naturalize socio-spatial relations. The rhetoric of 
morality and benevolence was used to justify British intervention in the 
livcs and spaces of Indiatls, and the 11vtiur1 of "llistoricd advautageu" 
deployed to explain the progress of imperialism as an inevitable process 
by which less developed regions submit to the sovereignv of developed 
nations. By the logic of this argument the "native" city needed to submit 
to the deiriards or progress to become a disciplined modern ciry along 
European lines. The basic tenet of this argument has been repeated 
numerous times since the nineteenth century. Since there is nothing natural 
about any of tbese processes, they required emphasis as essential features 
uf histury - a history in the making - a tale in which the historian simply 
stated facts, relating an action already performed, thus obscuring the 
process by which selected elements were organized to lead the narrative 
along a prefigured path. As Paul Carter explains in a different context, 
the purpose of such a narrative is not to understand or interpret, but to 
legitimate? 

If the rhetoric of natural superiority, Christian benevolence, and scien- 
tific objectivity was effectively used by the British to mask the economic and 
political gains of the colonization process and to exclude certain "problem- 
atic" groups from the normalizing discourse, such masking can be recog- 
nized where it reveals itself through slippage. Slippage occurs at moments 
when the discussion touches the internal contradictions of the colonial 
project. During the entire duration of colonial rule, the vastly outnumbered 
British residents could only provisionally trust the Indian population. 
To transform such a besieged position ro one of command and control 
required "the arrogance" based on myths of racial, intellectual, and 
moral superiority. O n  the other side of this arrogance, however, resided a 
deep paranoia that was only thinly veiled by derogatory remarks about 
natives.30 Beneath the rhetoric of unquestionable British superiority 
quivered unspoken fears and unspeakable desires. 

'l'he naturalization of socio-spatial relations I ook a difyeren t turn in 
Bengali imagination. Some of the most important litera~y figures of the 
nineteenth-century city, Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay, Rameshchandra 
Dutta, and Amritalal Basu felt obliged to respond to the British idea of 
Calcutta and Bengal by cultivating a different logic of spatial master).. For 
Bankim, the naturalization of one's spatial claim would he performed by 
an appeal to history and the availability of a modcrn historical c.onscious- 
ness that could trace the moral contours of Sanskrit epic literature in the 
contemporary landscape of Bengal. For the first time a Bengali "land- 
scape" was inaugurated, where the village community became naturalized 

as the locus of national regcneratiat~, not as an autonomous unit ,  but 
by being set in a dialectical relation to the coionial city. The city was 
accommodated in nationalist imagination by contemplating mobility - by 
fash~oning passages hetwecn the city and country, be twcen the sacred and 
the profane. 

In studyirlq pictorial reprcsentations of Calcutta 1 am confronted with 
two diqtinct scts of images - one British and the other Bengali. The fnrm~r 
demonstrates an attempt to Iegtimize Brilish claiin to the city through a 
character~stic pattern of visual framing, pictorial arrangement, and choice 
of generic elenlents to construct a scene. But the meaning of the pictorial 
elements and the rationale for selective inclusions and ~xclusions ran only 
be understood in relation to contemporary written commentaries. These 
paintings and prints did not exist in a social vacuum; their authors relied 
on the prevailing rhetoric and symbolic repertoire used to represent colonial 
India. The  striking aspect of nineteenth-century Rengali paintirlg - ~ o p u l a r  
prints - is that the city is not presented as a landscape. The city, even when 
it acts as a site of narration, does not appear as a conrinuous ground or 
backdrop, as in British paintings. It is produced in fragments by the gestures 
of thr fimrrs, as wtll as the artifacts rhat surrnund them - chairs, lamps, 
musical instruments, smolung pipes - that work metonyrnically to construct 
the city as a space of intrigue. 

Aly  attempt here is neither to dismiss the literary writings, paintings, and 
Rovernment reports as inarrurate depictions nor to accept  hem at face 
value. Rather, I try to recognize the signs, myths, and metaphors consist- 
ently used to represent Calcutta and to analyze the reasons why they were 
used, the issues and positions underlying these external representations, the 
ways in which the cnlanized and the colonizer were inscribed in these myths, 
and the authors and audience of this myth-making process. 

The third strategy. explicitly seeks out the relations between the image- 
making process and the experience and transformation of the landscape, 
whilr keeping in mind the interwovrrl nature of vcrbal, visual, and built 
landscapes, including the sense of sound, smell, and tactilityn3' Many aspects 
of the landscape were shaped by alliances and fractures among different 
groups inhabiting the city, nvnc of which grasped a clear understanding 
of, nnr an unequivocal claim to, the entirc city. With the evideilcr glearied 
from visual depictions of Calcutta, urban plans, and written evidence from 
journals, novels, and newspapers, I aim to understarid how distinct fortns 
of urban space were produced out of the contradictions d colonialism and 
the deep ambivalence about being modcrn. The spec~lirb m d  writings of 
Bengali nationalists were marked by a hegernonic desire to overrlotne the 
fractures along lines of caste, class, as well as religion. l'hc conceptual 
apparatus mobilized for such wished-for hegemony was drawn from the 
idea of an "extended ramdy" of thc palli and poru (neiyhhrhood). and 
imaginatively inserted within a framework of Western public discourse. 
Municipal debates became platforms for contesting the British right to 



represent the city. At the same rime the municipal documents werc rlot 
innocuous comnientaries that merely ~rovided us with pictures of a distant 
colonial conflict; these were blueprints for the ~hysical transformation of 
the city's urban fabric. 

Pubiic space 

The emergence of a Bengali middle class with plitical ambition was, 
itself, a cornplicatcd process of migrarin, and economic and socio-spatial 
restrucruring that occurred in the second half of the nineteenth century. 
It resulted in the acute awareness among middle-class men and women 
that they were living in a "modem" age; they were becoming "modern." 
Three aspects of this Bengali modernity are important for undetstanding 
the nineteenth-centmy city: the establishment of modern institutions and 
the generation of public spaces and public spheres, the concept of dom- 
esticity that was worked out in relation to the above, and a new-found 
aesthetics chat permeated the discussion and production of public, private, 
and personal spaces, 

While the colonial state introduced certain rnodr.rt1 institutions that were 
directly linked to the pt~cess of capitalist expansion - the m y ,  the colonial 
bureaucracy, the judicial system, and the university, marly of the modern 
cultural institutions were created, managed, and patronized by Bengalis. As 
Partha Chatte j e e  has noted, the Bengali elite, keel1 to develop Bengali as 
a modem language, generated "an entire institutional network of printing 
presses, publishing houses, newspapers, magazines, and literary societies 
. . . outside the purview of the state and European rnissionarie~."~~ Two 
public arenas where the importance of modern Bengali found Iepthation 
were the urban Bengali public theater and the "national" campaign for 
establishing primary and secondary schools in every part of the province. 
both under Bengali leadership. But it was also the arenas designated as 
belong~ig to the state and/or the colonizer by the stamp of colorlial 
authority - the municipal office, the courthouse, the colleges supported 
(at least partially) by the colonid government, and the Town Hall - that 
came to be appropriated by the elite Bengalis in the process of claiming 
these public spaces as tfifir own. Of these, the municipal ofice and the 
Town Hall did not strictly belong to the state, as neither did the colleges, 
but the peculiarity of colonial civil life in nineteenth-century Calcutta 
meant that these public venues were seen as products of colonial authority 
and therefore donhated by Angle-Indian residerits. Consequently, these 
became sites of contestation between the colonial state and the Berigali 
middle class. 1 use the term "arena" here tv describe these public spaces to 
emphasize their role as theatrical stagrs for shaping public identities. These 
"players" were extremely self-conscious about performing to an audience 
and about their own rolc in shapitig public attitude. But who constituted 
the public? 
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It should not surprise anyone that this puhlic was understood to bc 
male. Educated Bengali men, mostly From thc upper castcs of Hindu 
society, who made their presence known in the Town Hall and mut~icipal 
cornmittre meetings, often worked against the structure of a colonial state 
that bestowed subjecthood without citizenship. For the majority of British 
residents of the city the only public that mattrred was the F,uropean 
community. If British residents In Calcutta, as elsewhere in India, Formed 
a civil society, it was, however, not based on a strict separation from the 
colonial state. Rather than bracketing status and professional airdiation as 
was expected in the ideal bourgeois public sphere in westrrn E u r u p ~ e , ~ ~  
one's social status, measured in terms of location in the hierarchy of colonial 
service, was the dominant premise for ~tructuring social relations in this 
domain. The physical spaces constructed to house these civil gatherings - 
clubs, gnkfianac, literary societies, were explicitly segregated to privilege 
middle- to upper-class whites; Indian: and lower-class Europeans could 
only perform the role of servants, and even European women were only 
allowed Consequently, Bengali men in addition to appro- 
priating the Town Hall and committee rooms of the Calcutta Municipality, 
created alternate spaces for getting together - a range of voluntary asso- 
ciations, literary and theater groups - tnostlv for their owtl  bcnrhr, that 
did not exrlude Eur,opean men, as rnuch as they wished to exdude the 
lower classes and women. Rajat Sanyal notes that between 1815 and 1876 
at least 200 formal voluntary associations were created and played an 
important roie in strucluring political relations of the Bcngali cornrn~ini ty.~~ 
T h e  voluntary associations, with thrk individual membership, constitu- 
tion, recording 01' minutes, and publication of' proceedings, were modern 
forms and differed from the dal (group), the predominant formal modc of 
getting together among Bengali men in the first half of the nineteenth 
century. The do1 was, itself, a product of the urban culture of Calcutta, 
and many of the dals indeed had formal memberships and newsletters, but 
their concern was the internal socjo-religious dynamics 01' thc immediate 
community detcrrnined largely, but not crxclusiveIy, by kin and country 
relations. 

The men who formed thr public in such a public sphere presumed to 
speak for the rest of the Brngali conlmuniry -- Hindus and, ofien, Muslims 
as wcll. That is, they claimed themselves to be representative of thc 
per se. I i  thc public sphere in ntnetrenth-century Calcutta was necrssarily 
fractured, harboring different rlo~ions uT the legrimate and qualified public, 
and incorporated a range of public spaces - exclusive otl different bases 
and degrees, there was certainly no simple CO-relation between public 
spheres and public spacri, that is the physical bpaces for people 10 get 
togcthcr. It is [his complex relationship between the public s p h m  and public 
space that has been insufficiently theorized. 

Several scholars writing in the last decade have made a point to articulate 
the difference brtween the Bengali ninrteenth-cpnt uly ideas of puhlicness 



and the Habermasian notion of the ideal bourgeois public sphere. Both 
Partha Chatterjee and Dipesh Chakrabarty have persuasively argued that 
Bengali conceptions of privacy and publicness (and their effects on the 
experience of modernity) were- not grounded in the notion of a bourgeois 
self, but necessarily incorporated the structure of the Bengali extended 
family and larger community that performed as the site of natiorlalist 
irnaginings. According to Chattcrjce, "anti-colonial nationalism creates its 
own domain of sovereignry within colonial society well before it begins 
the political battle with imperial power."35 The originality of Bengali 
nationalism was to divide the world into two domains - the material and 
the spiritual.36 He argues that it is in the dornaill of the inner/spiritual 
that nationalism launched its most powerful project of defining a modern 
nationalist consciousness. It quickly becomes clear that this spiritual/ 
material distinction did not take up the contours of not only the bour- 
geois private/public split after the Western European model, but it was 
also not coterrninous with the distinction between private and public space. 

Habermas's explanation of the relation between public sphere and public 
space is not without its own problems. His notion of the public sphere is 
rooted in a strict distinction between state and society along the public/ 
private divide, and based on two key ideas: that the modern bourgeois self 
origmated within domestic space, and that the process of rational-critical 
debate gave birth to the "authentic" public. The "authentic" bourgeois 
public sphere was located in the private realm constituted of private people. 
The latter was again divided between the pubiic sphere in the political 
realm that arose from the world of letters, and civil society in the narrow 
sense of commodity exchange and soclal labor within which was embedded 
the conjugal family and its intimate sphere. The generation of a successful 
bourgeois public sphere was contingent on the development of a domestic 
sphere - a privateness that was oriented towards the public. In other 
words, it was in the physical space of the bourgeois family, that included 
both the intimate sphere of the family (the site for developing a sense of 
bourgeois.individuality) and the social sphere of the salon (the site where 
these individuals came to discuss politics and social norms, and argue about 
arts and Literature) that the bourgeoisie learned to become modern sclves. 
While Habermas noted the critical overlap of public and private spheres 
within domestic spacc - "the line between private and public sphere 
extended right through the homcM3' - his understanding of the role of space, 
and also his aniculation of the boundaries of public space and its relation 
to the bourgeois public sphere are less convincing. Discussing twentieth- 
century social-structural transformation of the bourgeois public sphere, 
he suggested that the 

lHjollowing out of the family's intimate sphere received its architec- 
tural expression in the layout of cities. The closedness of the private 
home, clearly indicated to the outside by front yard and fence and 

made possiblc on the inside h!- the individualized and manil'uld struc- 
turing o l  rooms, is no longer the norm today, just as cnnvclrely, its 
openness to thc social irlter.course of a public sphere was endangered 
by the disappparance of the salon and of rootns for rhc tcccption of 
visitors it1 gc11r:ral.'~ 

Lvcn without getting into the accuracy of' this swerpirlg architec~ural 
gcncralization, it 1s lair to say that hr recogili7ed the importance of phys- 
ical spacr to the birth and life of' thr pl~hllc sphrre (although his main 
concern was with the world ut- lcttcrs - letter writing, journals, and th r  
fiee press), but his static urlderstanding and limited attention to space 
warps his theory of the public aphere. Also, in reading spacr as a fixed 
representation of social order, one tends to undcrcstimate the dynamic 
possibilities of s p t i a l  interaction - that people necessarily do not follow 
a spatial script, but improvise and challenge socio-spatial norms Production 
of spare is a continuous process. 

Habermas's misreading of space is also Iinkcd to his static conception of 
the production of the self. Accordit~g 10 Hahrrmas, individuals with their 
l~ourgeois identity fully formed (in the itltimate sphere) etnerged in the 
public spaces to take part in rational-critical debate. He did not entertain 
the idca that, perhaps, thew identities were not acquired before the fact -- 

perhaps they were acquired in the process of rclating to others within the 
socio-spatial dynamics oi  these public spaces. What -drew peoplc to thcsc 

spaces was the conviviality of public cating and drinking. Other "irra- 
tional'' modes of conversing and arguing were a part of the culture of public 
spaces with their propensity to be mucous and even carnivalesque. Kevin 
Hetherington has correctly argued that a bourgeois identity that placed a 
strong emphasis on rational-critical debate was formed in the process of 
engaging and negating its raucous O~her .~ '  This ambivalen~ sparc of the 
Other was not only present at the birth of the public sphere, hut performed 
as a critical ele~nent in its formation. What allowcd thc pltblic spaces 
of the taverns and coffee houses (and here Iiabermas privileges only some 
interior public spnccs) to be "cutting edgc" was 1101 their literary insularity, 
but thcir situatedness in a larger network uf outdoor public spaccs. As Nancy 
Frasrr has noted, orlc of the primary usus ol'thc. puhlic sphcrc -- and I will 
ddd, puhlic space - was the crcation of social iclctltity - the conviviality and 
debatv was a mode of social ptrfurnmiicc.'"' 

C)IIC of thc mort: attractive- pmpo>itions of Habermas's theory n!' t l ~ c  
puhlic sphere is the idea rl.ta~ the frcedom of the bourg~ois individiial was 
mediated by access to plrhlic space. And, as ht: recognized, this fiec- 
dom was only limited to the properticcl men of t h r  wat.ld nf letters. 
Published 30 years ago, before fcrninist and civil rights movements 
inserted the pl.uhlernatics of race and gendrr into the questiou of' the 
public, Habermas's theorization did not adrquately incorporatr: women 
and pruple ut'color, except, along w ~ t h  the working class, as a source or 





the maintenance of adminirtrative control, the choice of a new rapitd, tar 
from political insurgence, recreating the grandeur of the latc Mughal 
empire, was a lopcal choice. But my readirlg of Calcutta's history suggests 
that the political problem did not begin in the early twentieth ccntury, 
nor even it1 the late nineteenth ccntury. Kather, we n~ust trace thr story 
to an earlier era when Calcutta bccame populated by a growing Bengali 
middle class. But any discussion of Cdcutta's urban plan and sanitation 
must consider the early nineteenth-cent ury recommendations to improve 
the "health" of Calcutta. While it is dificult to put a finger on any firm 
beginning date in the first three decades of the nineteenth century, the 
Lottery Committee Report of 181 7 is as convenient a begrnning date as 
any. W h e n  it comes to graphic evidence, the date must go further back, 
as it is difficult to understand the work of early nineteenth-century artists 
who painted Calcutta without discussing the work of Thomas and William 
Daniel], who first came to Calcutta in 1786 and saw a city in which the 
British had established a considerable settlement. Therefore, my investi- 
gation begins roughly in the third quarter of the eighteenth century and 
concludrs in the first quarter of the twentieth century. These dates, 
however, are tenuous historical mileposts, and vnly make sense in a vortex 
of happenings before and after - the dates are only guides for an equally 
tenuous memory. I have made no attempt to chronologcal1y chart all 
urban transformations since the eighteenth century. The chapters, instead, 
are thematically based, and attempt to address some of the cotlceptual 
and methodologrcal questions I have raised. Needless to say this treatment 
is far fi-on1 exhaustive 

The colonial uncanny 

For the British, the palimpsest side of Calcutta is ils rral lascirlation, however 
melancholy: the pleasure of ruins. Here once thrrr werc riches unimain- 
able. Here were high Fashions, pomp - and somc kind at'c>rderliness. Calcutta 
is quite different rrom other British in\.,entions like Simla, Ocjty or cvrn Ncw 
Delhi. Ideally you  should arrive at Calcutra havirig read your M!llliam Hickey, 
hlaraulay's letters, Ernily Edet~ or Fann); Parks, and be famdiar with the 
aquatints or watercolours by 111c DanieUs ur Charles D'Oyly. 

Ralcigh Trevelyan, 1982 

Eye of a European 

I n  1827 Elisaberh Campbell traveled to Calcutta with her husband, and 
in .her journal she recorded the eagerness with which she embarked upon 
a new life.' When the ship entered the Bay of Bengal and the coast camrt 
into view, she was charmed by the novelty of the countryside: 

With what eager interests you watch the first objects which denote 
your arrival on new soil, from the moment you see the Island of S a g r  
lke a small cloud in the horizon! then you perceive it thick with mighty 
forests, you distinguish separate trees, and their luxuriant foliage is so 
refi-eshing to your eyes. Presetidy you are surrounded with bamboo 
boats filled with natives. presenting fish and fruit all equally strange. 
My gratification was quite childish; I sat hour after hour in thc stcrn 
wi~dow, with a beautiful child belonpng to a soldier . . . and my 
delight was not less than his in watchirlg thc dandies cookiug their 
cur*!' 

Elizabeth Campbell, later to become Mrs. Fenton, conveyed in grcat 
d~tai l  the variety of trees that grew on the riverbanks and their manifold 
uscs. She noted how the banks of the river, although quite flat, contained 
"luxuriant vegetation and the variety of tropical productions" all of which 
interested "the eye of a E~ropean."~  

Mrs. Fenton used the second person to brstow on the reader her own 
privileged vantage, immersed in thc cxotic. After all, seeing was belie~ing.~ 



2 2 The colonial uncanny 

She related her gratification in observing this lahd wit11 an infant delighted 
by the most mundane surroundings. Every aspect was novel. As a nineteenth- 
century British woman visiting a strange land, shr was careful to restrain her 
vantage within prescribed roles of femininity. In  sharing hcr position with a 
child, she relied on a familiar gcndcr role, an assurancu l~rcessary to spt-iik 
as a woman about the colonial l and~cape .~  Claiming thc innocent vision of 
a child, she simultaneously cumplied with the tlotio~l of a uniqllr untaitltrd 
European vision prevalent in eighteenth- and early nineteent h-c1-n tury 
colonial descriptions of India."\ was thc latter that gave her narrative 
authority. 

This European eye, as formulated by two centuries of colonial encounter, 
was not just any point of view. I t  was a scientific understanding of thc 
experiential world that could be deployed with superior advantage when 
trawling through a strange country.' Above all it was itlquisitive. The 
predisposition to be curious was supposedly the single most important 
feature distinguishing the European vision from the "superstitious" vision 
of native Indiaw8 The lndian view of the world, as summed up by Hegel 
in his celebrated discussion of Asia, was a "Universal Pantheism uf the 
Imagination, not Thought," leading Indians to revere as Gods t:vcl?tling 
from the Ganges to beasts.%ecause of this. Hrscl argued, in India history 
was non-existent, "for History requires Understanding - the power of 
looking at an' object in an independent objective light, and comprehending 
it in its rational connection with other  object^."'^ A conveniet~t corollary 
of this lack of true und~rstanding arnong Indians was that. "a tclation to 
the rest of History in their case could orily exist in their bcing sought out, 
and their character investigated by others."] ' Since Indians could not see 
with any accuracy or objecti%+y, the seeing and recording had to be done 
by others. 

The obsessive articulation of difference between "natives" and Euru- 
peans, a mainstay of the colonizer's discoursr., does rlot need elaboration 
here. In this chapter I wiqh to examine the language of those representa- 
tive strategies that chose to accentuate only certain types of differences, 
and the anxieties and desires underwritten in such ways of dcscribing the 
land and its prople. My objective is to focus on a selection of pictorial 
and written documents produced by British residents, medical authot~tics, 
and missionaries. Rather than grant in^ the painters an itnperidl innwrncc 
I attempt to understand the ways in which colonial authorit) assumed thr 
power of narration in the depiction of' Calcutta. Thcst: written and visual 
depictions were part of a loosely aggregated body of knowledge that becamc 
important referents in a larger discourse of British imperialism in India. 

By using the terms narration and depictian interchangeably, I am sug- 
gesting that these descriptions bf Calcutta went beyond the function of 
recording interesting facts ntld peculiar features of the  land. They entered 
the realm of narration. The  empirical was meant to take on thc burden 
of narrating empire by being engaged in a pre-detcrmi~led set ol' spatial 

rclationshiph. c.xpcctcd to be static and rodcd in terms ol'niittrrial progress. 
At a very basic level, color cuding -- black, whitc, and thr rroitbling in- 
bctwet:n - functioned to cst;ihlish thc requisite cultural s~gnilicrq r ~ f  a nar- 
rativt: of imperial progress. Surh colar coding, rnosl salicni ly prrsc~~tsd in 
tht: pi~ir~tings of the black and whitc towrls, werr: produr-ed between 1786 
and 18 19, and h i s  colorcd imagrry was reinforced in hcalth maps OS thr 
city produced hctwut:n 1880 and 1899. Through thcsr two forms of visual 
rlerrription, the idea of Calcutta as a patholo~iral q1ac.c was firmly grafted 
in British irnagirla~ion. The  tropes that wcrr ro~isistcntly uscd in thcsr 
depictions - diseasr, darkness, and wild nature -- made lasting impression 
on generations of Britotls and Indians alike. While these tropes of empire 
may be found in colonial texts in other parts of the world as well, I am 
interested in their particular import in the case of Calcutta. In the later part 
of the century, when colonial rule had been challenged by Indians, these 
tropes were magnified by British residents and adminisvaturs to justify 
their view of the city and its people. Such justifications operated in a self- 
referential ideational space formed by a century of travel writings, admin- 
istrative reports, and paintings. The textual and vibual representations 
created a space of British authority that claimed to t ~ t '  thr geographical 
space oFCdcutta, with all its attendant suggestions offidclity and accuracy. 

By analyzing afiliations between written texts, paint in@, and health 
tnaps I am arguing that thc connections betwer:n these disparate forms 
ntld clescriptive domair~s havc hrrn largely overlooked. Pcrusing thy Rritish 
tapvgraphjcaI paintinp of the city and rhe limited artistic skill displayed 
in the large majority of them, it is difficult to imapne their signifirancc 
unless we inscrt them in the material culture of the colonizers. Thc rccur- 
rence of analogously coded spatial relationships in visual and textual 
represcn tations indicates their complementary function that served to 
m a g n i ~  thc power ofsuggestion. The  urge to create a purely visual mastery 
of the city was, nevertheless, bath necessary and inadequate from the 
British colonial point of k-icw. Vbiial framing that atten~pted to settle the 
chaotic land and bring i t  within colonial order, suppressed the multi- 
seraory expericncc of the environment only provisionally. T h c  disagreeable 
heat, sounds, and smells that assailed vision could be retricvcd whcn i t  
brcanie necessary to suggesl the difficulties of making the city hal~itahlr 
for Europeans. 

British rrsponsc to Calcutta was complcx - a result of unfamdiar land- 
scape, climate, a114 c~rlrural practices, as well as racjsrn and the economics 
of imperialism. Thc authors attempted to create a safe and familiar sphere 
in this alien land, a vantage of authority kom whic,h one could explore and 
cxpIain the city. The unfamiliarity of the colonial city could on  occasion 
even pass as novelty. What irked the colonizers most was no1 thc unfarnili- 
arity, but the suggestion of certain fan~iliar practices in unexpected places. 
Such uncanny presence threatened to destabilize colonial narratives of 
savagrry in need of civilization. 



















































































































3 Locating mythic selves 

Public sphere and public space 

In 1881 Henry Beverley submitted the following description of the census 
collection in Calcutta to the Government of Bengal: 

The hum of business was hushed earlier than usual and a great silcnce 
had fallen on the town. Streets that are ordinarily crowded with passen- 
gers were that evening totally deserted. . . . It was said that the street 
lamps were to be extinguished at that hour and that persons found 
outside their homes would get into trouble. . . . It has been requested 
that a night light be kept burning in each house until the enumerator 
had paid his visit. . . . As we drove along, we could see that  a light 
was burning in each house, showing that the inmates were awake and 
still expecting the arrival of the enu~neraton: From time to time these 
officcrs were met with, accompanied in each case by a constable, and 
perhaps an assistant or two. Noiselessly the group flitted from one 
house to the next, the door was operied, and the head of the house 
was called; the names of the inmates were read out, corrections and 
additions made in the schedule, and the enumerator passed on.' 

This description of Calcutta bears no similarity to the indecipherable 
"native" city described by British visitors. Here thc din has beer1 silenced, 
and the streets "teeming" with people have been cleared to make way for 
colonial authority. A transparent landscape where each house could bc 
discretely identified and counted rcplaces the i~lsidious network of houscs 
and streets, It appears that the private domain is revealed and made acces- 
sible by erasing the public domain, signified by the extinpished street 
lamps. The collection of information also takes place "noiselessly" and cm-  
ciently, aiding thc impression of authority. No reststance or arpment 
disturbs the serenity of the operatiun, 110 words are wasted in the trans- 
action, and no enunciatory dihculty troubles the gathering of knowlcdgc. 
The apparent ease with which this spatial erasure is condr~cted suggests 
the absence of a legitimate and robust Indian public domain that might 

stand between the authority of the colonial state and Indian domestic 
sphere/space. 

Beverley's errie depiction raises three inter-related issues for our under- 
standing of the "native" town. First is thc practice of public space under 
colonial authority; second is thc question of public sphere arid its spatial 
correlates; and third is the problc~n of ba.w/ulzon that we cnrourlttrr jn 
constructing thc nineteenth-century public sphere in Calcutta. Beverlcy 
was recalling a scenario that was clcarly d~ffrrent from everyday practicc. 
The panoptic vision that survcyed the: town and the naturc n l  efficiency 
(involung rear among the native: population) that marked the process 
could otlly be possible when the town had bcerl arrestcd out of its normal 
spatin-cultural mode. The presence of the police at the timc of enumrr- 
ation drives home both the basis of state :iuthori~y, as well ; i s  the unease 
and difficulty that an undertaking such as the census entaitrd. By insisting 
on a controlled condition, Bevcrley not only suggested tlw c'xistence of an 
undisciplined topography, but the impossibility of addressing it in thr 
"normal" mode. Indian domestic space could be oprnsd up to the inquiry 
of the colonial state only when the city's public spacc had been wrested 
from the indigenous population. There may be little doubt that the exist- 
ing urban hbric was problematic to the functioning of calor~id admin- 
istration, Description of ~ h c  urban hbric of the native, city as irrational 
was not a new stratep, but Beverley's stunning claim that it could be 
understood, rationalized so easily, and erased a1 will, was new. Beverley's 
statement is also remarkable considering the dale of the census. By the 
1880s there was already a contentious debatc between Bengali and British 
residents about the naturc of the "public" in Calcutta. and over the rights 
to represent the public. Beverley's point of view turned census-taking into 
a mode of unchallenged authority - a confrontatio~i between a modern 
state and the inhabitants of a yre-modern urban fabric, a rational mode 
of inquiry intervening in an irrational mode of cultural production. And 
i t  is precisely in such a vision that he betrayed a refusal to ackaowledge 
the difficulty of ascertaining the spatial rules of rcr-ngnition. 

'The confrontation between a modern state and a pre-modern urban 
fabric, of course, suggests a peculiar form of colonial annchronism. Hcre 
the development of a modern state is not presumed to be simulrLint,ous 
with the development of modern private and public sphcres. This modern- 
ization, in thc form of authority and technology of the colnnial stair, is 
supposed 10 hear the burdcr~ of subjecting prc-modern lndian society 
to the discipline of modem life arid to the ~~gula t ions  of the rnodern 
statr. Such burden nccessi~ates that Indian society bc ideally turned intu 
a colonial prison, an appropriatrr setting for interrogating t lie colonized. 
Once the spaces inhabited by the colonized could be translated into a 
gridded space of "experimentation," colonial knowledge entered irs own 
sphere of epistemological dominance. Here, apparently, natives could he 
made to speak about their social practices - in Michel de Certeau's words, 



the non-discursive could be translated into a discursivc mode of experi- 
mentation and theory.I The  struggle betwcen the colonizer itnd colonized, 
however, was not simply between discursive and non-discursive practices, 
but the silent itineraries that operate in both text? and space, and the 
performative strategies that cornplernrnt the mezurcd silences. 

The emergence of a Bengali public sphere that challenged the assumption 
of an exclusive colonial European public spherr was, from the early ninr- 
teentb century, dominated by the Hindu Bengali elite, and gave the spatial 
politics of Calcutta its peculiar configuration. Much of the nineteenth- 
century Bengal intellectual and political activity was directed towards eras- 
ing the hierarchical signification implied in the colonizer's view of public l&. 
The term, Bengali elite, in this context requires some clarification. 

It is standard practice among historians of nine-teenth-century Bengal to 
refer to the Ben& zamitldars (iandholders) and middle class as the "indigen- 
ous elite." They formed the comprador class that had directly or indirectly 
benefited from the quasi-feudal structure of revenue arrangement under 
the East India Company - the 1793 Permanent Settlement of Bengal. The 
Permanent Settlement "generated a wide gap between rent, which was 
elastic, and revenue, that was Futed," and thus allowed the de\.elopment of 
a rentier class with a wide range of i nco rne~ .~  Under a revenue system that 
did not encourage improvement of the land, the relationship of these land- 
holders to the land remained, for the most part, parasitic. The wealthiest 
Bengali residents of the city invariably had very large landholdings in rural 
areas, even if they were engaged in trade in the city. Those of middling 
ranks increasingly came to reside in the city with the hope of supplementing 
their modest income from the land with a professional income. They also 
came to occupy minor offices in the East India Company's administra- 
tion, the only ranks open to them after a series of administrative reforms 
undertaken between 1787 and 1793 by Lord Cornwallis. By the end of 
the nineteenth century most of the commerce of the city was in the hands 
of Europeans, and Indims who could rely on a financial network in the 
northern and western part of the country. As the ability to control trade and 
the means of production became increasingly tenuous, Bellgalis came to 
dominate middle to low ranks of "white-collar" jobs in the city. 

For the sake of andysis, I am making a distinction between the two groups 
that formed this privileged class. That is, I am distinguishing between the 
elite - the upper crust of the Bengali landed gentry residing in the c iq  
that were routinely granted titles of r @ . ~  and m&+, and the middling 
class ofprofessionals - teachers, lawyers, doctors, journalists, and those who 
came to occupy middle to low ranks- in the colonial services. In nineteenth- 
century Bengali parlance the landed elite were referred to variously as rirhoyi 
(propertied), dhuni (wealthy), abhiuta (aristocrats), or baranimuh (literally, 
"big" people), and the middling classes were referred to as &abitta 
(middle income) or &ash  (householder). They, along with the "dand7a 
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orhacha bhadra" ipoor yer rrspectable) constituted thc respectable minority 
of the Bengali residents in the city - -  the bhadr~lok.~ Freedom horn manual 
labvr (for the men) was the prime factor that designated these classes/castes 
as "respectabIc," a factor that distinguished then1 from the lower classes/ 
castes or chohlok. '['he respectable stratum typically corlsisted of the higher 
castes of Hindu society, and wew connected socially through kinship and, 
increasingly in the later part of the centurv, through professional relations. 
They had access to and made use of English education, which by 1835 had 
been mandated by thr colonial government. Considerable sorio-economic 
and even caste mobility within this stratum mcant that the social distinc- 
tions between the middling classes and those I am caning the elite were not 
static, and increaingly became blurred as thc very conditions and signs of 
Btngali respectability came under challenge in the last decades of the nine- 
teenth century. And yet, to understand the production of urban space, we 
need to pay attention to the discrepant experience of the middling classes 
and the landed elite in terms of their ability to own and control space. 

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the northern 
part of the city was structured in great measure by the Bengali landed 
elite who bought vast tracts of land, settkd tenants, and fostered a large 
number of dependents related by kinship and country connections. Most 
of these men had risen from a Family status of small traders in a matter 
of two generations. Many of them made fortuncs by trading in salt, silk, 
and opium, but their extensive investment in landed property both out- 
side and inside the city was the key to their rise in power. They took 
the opportunity of the yet to be established social order of late eighteenth- 
century Calcutta to move up  in caste and status, and then set the profde 
of a social hierarchy in which they formed the apex with a large number 
of artisans, petty traders, and dependents soliciting elite patronage. Until 
the formation of a critical mass of middle-income residents in the mid- 
nineteenth century, there was a huge imbalance of power between the 
elite and the majority d the population. The elite formed the locus of 
social activity; the most significant events took place under their patron- 
age, and it was thcy who represented "native" opinion to t h ~  British 
authorities. In their large, self-contained mansions they acted as petty 
king and generous hosts to both the Indian and European communi- 
tics and in the process gained political advantages they were otherwise 
dcnied. These marlsions incorporiited a r ang  of "public spaces" that 
becanie key insrruments for accumulating ancl demonstrating social powcr. 
'l'he boundary betweell public and privatt was not so easily deciphered, 
however, even in the 1880s, as Henry Bevrrley would have us beiieve. 
One of the critical djficultics with the "undist ip l ined topography nf 
the native city resided in thr indeterminate boundaries of "public 
space," an aspect that would also come to haunt the Bengali nliddle class, 
although with a different resolution. I discuss the latter problem in Chapters 
4 and 5. 
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In  problematizing the notion of "public space" I wish to trace a genral- 
ogy of Bengali spatial practice through which notiot~s of publicness and 
privacy, public and private space were articulated in the nineteenth ccntuq-. 
The discussion is anchored around salient concerns over presentation of* 
the (political) self in public. I place "political" in parentheses, to indicate the 
Bengali elite's consistent attempt to bracket their political aspiration, given 
that their right to have a "political" self was denied by thc colonial author- 
ities. This meant that the "political" was predominantly articulated through 
the "cultural," a subterfuge that became evident to British authorities quite 
early. A case in point is the British administration's requisition of an English 
translation of Dinabandhu Mitra's play, .Mh@n (Mirror of Indigo). By 
1861, John Peter Grant, the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal, decided that 
the government should familiarize itself with the state of native opinion 
regarding the agitation in the countryside over the forced cultivation of 
indigo. His desire was to plumb the depths of native "feelings" that were 
not outwardly expressed in the presence of Europeans. 

The subsequent Anglo-Indian fury over the translation of this play, the 
sentencing of Jarnes Long, who supervised the English translation, on the 
charge of libel, and the collusion between the state and Anglo-Indian civil 
society evidenced in the sentencing, blew open the "cultural" screen to 
reveal the "political." Elite members of Bengali society made a public dis- 
play of their support forJames Long. Kaliprasanna Sinha paid Long's fine 
in court, and at a public meeting held at the Nat-rnandir of Radhakanta 
Deb's mansion, the leaders of the Bengali community demanded a recall of 
the judge from office for hiu "frequent and ind+criminate attacks on the 
characters of the natives ofthe country with an intemperance . . . not com- 
patible with the impartial administration of j~s t i ce . "~  In later decades the 
instruments of the Bengali cultural sphere, including the press and theater, 
werc heavily censored by the colonial state; in the very recognition of their 
political power that Peter Grant had so clearly articulated. 

According to Partha Chatterjee, the originality of Bengali nationalism 
was to make a dutinction between the "spirirual" or inner domain which 
had to be protected against cobnial intrusion, and the "material" or outer 
domain of statecraft where European superiority had to be acknowledged, 
carefully studied, and replicated. Chatte j e e  also makes thr important point 
that long before nationalism waged iu struggle in the domain of the polit- 
ical, it began its self-definition in the inner domain of the cultural." My 
tentative distinction between the "cultural" i nd  the "political" is in keeping 
with Chatterjee's model. However, one of my objectives is to show how 
the Werence between the politicd/outer and culturd/inner domains 
necessarily collapsed in response to the dynamics of Calcutta's public sphere 
and public space. 

My analysis of public space in Beng& society is extended over this 
chapter and the next WO. These are not meant to present an evolutionary 
pattern of spatial change. Rather, they highlight how these conr.erns were 

articulatrd l)y ditTcrcnt constituents and by way of discrepant concepts of 
self; family, and community. In this chapter I discuss the clitc landscape 
using threc examples: Xilzkala Kamnliihya (Calcutta, the Ahodr of Kamala 
or Iakshmi, the Goddess of prasperiqv), a didactic text tvrltten by 
Bhavat~icharan Randopadl~ya~ a r~d  published in 1823; thr  "Nat-rnandir" 
of the Sobhabazaar Rajbari of' the lleb family huilt c. 1840; and a paint- 
ing, 'f i t  Hunchback of Fhhbone, by Abanindranath Tagort: produced In 
1930. A1 thrce artifacts were deeply cmbedded in the social world of 
the Bengaii elite, and attempted to framc a sct oC "ideal" responses to the 
changing urban milieu. My plan is to read the sytnptoms of authority and 
anxiety that nlark the cxternal body of t h e ~ e  three artifacts. While all 
three examples may be read textually, I also wish to point out the spatial 
dimensions that may not be fathomed by textual reading alone. 1 am 
interested in the gap between text and territory - it was hew that social 
identities were mobilized to may full political benefits within a structure 
or colonial dominance. Remaining in a position subordinate and beholden 
to thr. colonial state, elite men could "perform" what they could not 
"write." That which remained unsaid in text was re-turned through spatial 
practice. 

In the early nineteenth century the Bengali elite pursued two modes of 
organizing the social landscape. The first consisted of the dal (group) and 
the second consisted of voluntary associations modeled alter the European 
manner. By participating in the dakr and voluntary organizations in tandem, 
the elite attempted to claim their own ground within the colonial order. 
The dals controlled the immediate socio-religious life of the community, 
while the voluntary associations imagined, in their desire to improve the 
condition of thc "natives" and engage with the colonial government, a 
larger community whose boundaries went beyond the local. 

For the elite, the public sphere was, however, ;l troubled territory. O n  
the one hand, by participating in voluntary associations that debated policy 
issues of the colonial gowrnment they werc claiming thy political right they 
had been denied by the British. On the other hand, such activities occa- 
sioned meeting with Europeans, thus threatening socio-religious boundaries 
the respectable classes were expected to maintain. The elite leaders wanted 
to ensure that they did not fall out of favor with the colonial authorities 
whose policies they criticized. The doublr-speak that resulted from these 
contradictory impulses found articulation in contemporary texts and space. 

Discursive strategies 

In li;alikata Kmalolaya (hereafter referred to as KK) a stranger/countq 
dweller and a city dweller discuss the decline of Hindu religious authority 
among Calcutta's Bengali residents. The text, in effect, is a conversation 
between these two archetypal characters about the emergence of a new 
Bengali society in Calcutta with norms radically different from that of the 
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country. The main point of argument betwcen the two is contamination, 
that i s  pollution of' the sacred realm of the resprctablc Hindu household 
situated in the heterogeneous socio-cconomic framework of the colunial 
city. Men in the city spend long hours performing salaried work at the 
cmt of neglecting religious duties prescribrd for the Hindu householder, 
and their speech, clothing, reading and eating habits bear the influence 
of foreign material culture. The city dweller offers a defense oi' Calcutta's 
urbane life style, and constructs a "way-finding" map to navigate the pottm- 
t idy threatening landscape. As the conversation evolves we learn about 
the Bengali householder's duties and routines, about language contamin- 
ation, about the institution of the &l, followed by activities of a reading 
public. In explaining the norms of Calcutta society to the stranger, the 
city dweller projects an "art OS living" that does not need to compromise 
religious and ancestral duties to engage in the realm of, what I shaU provi- 
sionally call, c i d  society. What KK insists upon is a superior urbanity 
and a conlmitted engagement with the city and its community life. 

The author, Bhavanicharan Bandopadhyay, wau renowned as the editor 
of Smnatk Chandnka; a news magazirle that became the mouthpiece of 
the Dharmasabha. Bhavanicharan voiced one of the carliest concerns over 
new money in the urban colonial context of Calcutta, and its tendency 
to do away with old social distinctions. His text may be seen as a primer 
of social conduct and material culture practice that attempts to introduce 
new social boundaries around the self. In many wap it performs the 
ideological role of Bengali "housekeeping" guides in the later part of the 
century, and shares with these later texts many similar concerns about 
the sanctity of the domestic sphere. Unlike later guides, however, KK is 
entirely devoted to this "self" as male. The subject of the text is the upper- 
caste male householder, a description that would fit the author, an educatrd 
Brahmin. This construction of the self goes beyond the prescribed limits 
of the Hindu scriptures and invites questions of being in public. about the 
elite's public responsibLties in the nineteenth-centuv city. 

People's external appearances in the city, Bhavanicharan argues, are 
unreliable indicators of their cultural and social pedigree. So at the outset 
he defines four categories among the respectable residents of the city, on 
the basis of income. KK concedes that there are "others" in the city - lower 
classes and foreigners, whose code of conduct is not within the debater's 
purview. The stranger's accusation may hold for thesc people, but such 
behaviur is seldom seen among the (respectable) Hindus. A Hindu who 
neglected socio-~ligious duties "must be a Hindu only in appearance" 
(Hidubeshhri). '  KK's desire to understandllegitimizr the actions o l  the 
respectable Bengalis is directrd towards the goal of Formulating a com- 
munity in which indikdduals have learned to maintain appropriate socio- 
religious boundaries, that is, learned to be at home in a colonial-capitalist 
economy. The fmt three p u p s  that constitute this community are engaged 
in some form of salaried employment: those who are "propertied" and 

hold high offices of dcu~un (financial srcwards) ~ n d  mulsubdw (comn~ercial 
agents), the "middle-income" folks who arr nnt rich but livc comfortably, 
and the "poor but respectable" who hold perty ofices." In addition thcre is 
thc catrgory of thc "extraordinarily fortunate": thr extremely wratthy who 
live off I he interest of their landed incomcs. What distinguishes these goups 
is not simply their income level, but the degre of hardship they erldurr to 
make a living, and the number of hours they spend conducting salaried 
labor. While the extremely wedthy are capable of conducting religious 
duties without any impediment, men of the first three categories ncver spend 
any more time than is necessary at the place of work. The true Hindu, 
Bhavanicharan claimed, could maintain right conduct in the potentially 
polluting context of the city by scmpu~ously distinguishing between affairs 
of the world and relipous affairs. 

In KK foreign language or jaunnik bhma (Muslim in the specific sense) 
becomes the master trope of contamination, demonstrating the import- 
ance of foreign language in constituting social distinctions In the urban 
colonial milieu. ?'he English language, we must remember, was seen as 
the key to the "Western penetration" of Indian culture, on both sides of 
the colonial dividr. British admill istrators and missionaries did rlnt simply 
view English education for Indians as a necessit) to create intermediarius 
between the administrators and the masses, but anticipated more far- 
rcaching consequences of such education. For examplr, Wdiam Mtar.d, 
the Baptist mirsionaty working horn Serampurr , noted that British admin- 
istrators must insist on English education for Indians, as it was the English 
Iraqmge that would develop a "taste" for Western materid goods among 
Indians, thus enabling England to enlarge the markt-t for European 
merchandise in India.' Although middle-class Bengali men took up English 
education as a means of employment in the British administration, they 
nrere as convinced as Ward was of the language's impact on material 
culture. IFBengali women were pven English education, the entire material 
and social apparatus of Bengali society would collapse, they insisted."' 
Those both for and against the introduction of English education assumed 
a fairly simple "structural" CO-relation between language and other domains 
c ~ t '  material culture such as clothirlg, foodways, and household artifacts 
By the late nineteenth century an entire discourse had emerged in Bengali 
literature that concerned itself with the "language" of material culture 
itself, thus constructing a dirc8ct link bcnveen thc usc of language, grstures, 
material objvcts, use of space, and sensor?! pleasures. In  KK we w c  a 
prrliminary sketch of this discourse in the mahng. 

Responding to accusations about the use of forrign language - English 
and Persian - instead of Bcngaii, thc city dweller argues that such an 
accusation is ~nisinformed. The study or Sanskrit and Sauskritized Rengali 
( ~ & l r  bhma) is conlmon among resptctable folks, and only after they have 
studied these do they learn English or Persian a b  an economic necessity. 
Here the city dweIler olSers a Sanskrit quote to remind the stranger that 



the use of foreign language in the domain of econonly and atrairs of the 
state is sanctioned by the scriptures. The stranger then suggests that 
Calcuttans use j a m i t  bhcrra, even when there are equivalent words avail- 
able in Bengali. A long list of words in jauan& and ~adhu bhasa are produced 
to make his point. The city dweller reciprocates by citing atiather list 
consisting of words that have no equivalent in Bengali. The majority of 
words on this list are Prrsian and the rest are English words related to 
administration and justice.I2 The city dweller argues that foreign words 
introduced by alien rulers have to be accepted to conduct affairs of the 
state. And as long as these foreign words are not used when perforniitig 
dowakarma (religious duties) and pihdxma (duties related to ancestors and 
lineage), there is no threat of contamination. Such language is permissible 
in the domain of zrirhyrtam (duties related to wordly affairs and material 
well-being) and when used in light conversation, The two domains where 
contamination is allowed - the place of employment and the place of 
social and cultural gatherings, botb involving meeting with "others," take 
up a large part of the householder's daily routine. The purpose of such 
meetings is also left quite open: 

Those engaged in important offices such as diwni  and rnuhuddidtip 
wake up in the morning and after performing ablutions, meet with 
various people. . . . After their bath, they conduct religious rites, and 
then take their med. Having rested a while, they . . . depart for the 
place of work. . . . Having stayed at work as long as they consider the 
work ought to take, they return home, change their clothes, touch 
Ganga water to puriFj themselves, proceed to perform evening prayers, 
and then after taking some refreshments, they again engage in b a i r n  
(meeting or assembly). Later many people assemble; some come with 
work-related matters, and some just to meet with them (sakhlaat karkbar 
nhitlo),  or somerimes they leave home to meet with others." 

Is it possible to think of these meetings as elements of an emergent 
Bengali public sphere? How are we to understand Bhavanicharan's 
dlmdence in translating English words into Bengali? Does this indicate 
an abnegation of power in public life and affairs of the state? Dipesh 
Chakrabarty has argued that it would not have been possible for 
Bhavanicharan to accommodate his own actions in the fledgling public 
sphere within the tripartite division of daivakalnuz-piikama-vishaykom 
outlined in KK.I4 If the conceptual framework of KK falls short of 
explaining its author's practice in everyday life, we encounter a clear gap 
between rhetoric and practice. What conccptual strategy hridgedretains 
the gap? 

These questions demand that we situate the tripartite framework 
suggested in KK in its context. Let us corlsider the translation of the word 
&aykarma into English in pragmatic terms. If we tratislate vishaykflnna as 

limited to tl~osc duties related to earning otle's li\'ing, i t  is clr-ar li-om KK 
that therc arc activities performed by the houscholdcr. and s;lnctioncd by 
KK, that do not h11 within the fi-ame of daivakamio-pilhmu-vi~haykama- 
rajkarma. This, however, does not imply that tlirrr was no prr-colunial 
conceptual category that could be appropriated to f i t  thr  "mcrtirlgs" in 
which the nineteenth-century householder ~articipatrd. NI "meetings," 
in the paragraph from KK quoted above, arc subsumed under the idea of 
baiihal;. And later in thc tcxt we encounter othur terms, such as sabha, that 
designate formal meetings. Baihak and ~ahha were not novel concepts 
for the nineteenth-century Bengali elite. It is not unreasonable to surmise 
that the organizational activities of the rniddle class in the public sphere 
could be seen as conveniently subsumed urldcr the form of the baithuk and 
sabha. If we translate Vishayhrma as duties rrlated to worldly affairs in the 
broader sensc - "worldly interests such as wealth, livelihood, fame, and 
sccular power" 1 there is no evidtr~cr in KK that this domain has been 
unequivocally submitted to cvlorlial authorilY.'"Jsing this definition, and 
the openncss of the purposcs af assemhly articulated in KK, sabha and baithak 
may bc sccn to belong under the category of vishaykama. No matter which 
tl-anslation wc- choosc to adnpt rve arc Icft ~ i t h  a rather wide scope of secular 
crigdgcment in this domain upheld in KK. In these intentionally open para- 
meters of sccular engagement we may discern  he implicit desire for a 
capacity to rulc. or rather, to dictate terms of such rule. 

We cannot: howrver, conclude our discussion of the. lack of desire to 
tr;lnsli~te foreip words into one's own lanwage in thc context of KK so 
c;lsily. If  our l~ridrrstanding of Bhavanicharan's involvement in the public 
sphere hiilgrs on the question .. "which English translation of aishykamza 
is ~no rc  accurate?" - we havc to deal with trarrslation as a central prob- 
lematic of'colonial and post-colonial discourse. 'The practice oftranslation, 
;IS Tejaswini Niranjana has pointed out, has historically played an immense 
rule in thr British construction of India and Indians by producing "strat- 
cgics of ~ontainment." '~ For the colonizer, translation functioned "as a 
t~-anspa rent presentation of something that already exists, aIthoug11 the 
"original" is actually brought into being through translation."" -Chis 
enabled the fixing of the culture of the colonized as something sratic. 
However, translation as a term that implies disruption, movcn-rrnt, and 
displacement, is open to other operational strategies as a tool of ruitural 
and political intervention. In KK, translation is used to chart out a 11pw 

way of being that quietly attempts to undo the colonizer's r;tr;ltrp of 
containment, 

In wishing to know whether Bhavanicharan's lext and achor~s may he 
organized in relation to the European idea of public sphere (here s i p ~ i -  
tied by the English word), wc need to resist thc temptation to see tr,ansl;rtion 
as a transparent trat~saclion that simply substitutes onc sign for a ~ ~ u t h e r .  
"V~hoykarma" and "public sphere" circulate in two different ronrcptual 
economies. The meaning of izkhaykama in KK is dispersed ovcr a large 



and new territory, and refuses containment within the traditional limita- 
tion of the Sanskrit word, or its English translation as "worldly affairs." 
The  public sphere in nineteenth-century Calru tta was not an accomplishrd 
fact - a European blueprint transferred to a colonial territory. T o  borrow 
a metaphor from Martin Heidegger, it was riot being erected on a common 
"ground" of understanding. The ground itself was under construction as 
the ehfice was being raised. What we have in KK is Bhavanicharan's 
view of that ground under construction. 

KK takes advantage of the scandal that inheres in the process of trans- 
lation. n e  scandal of translation is not an unintended effect or  the process, 
a result of something that has been unwittingly misread, but a necessary 
step for the transaction of ideas. By translation we mean the transporta- 
tion of one idea or  set of ideas from one language/concept/cuIti~ral milieu 
to another. Translation produces a construct that neither belongs to the 
language from which it is translated, nor to the one into which it is trans- 
lated. It produces a space where one may knowingly disobey linguistic and 
cultural rules, thereby inserting new meaning into the milieu. What makes 
translation possible is the bringing forth of this "scandalous," improper, 
space that strateflcally locates itself between two languages, two culturcs, 
two conceptual economies, while partaking in both. The most effective 
translations are those in which this space is in~aylnatively carved out. This 
improper construct when it locates itself in a cultural milieu - in the 
context illto which it has been translated - continues to effect changes in 
the milieu's conceptual, linguistic, and spatial structures. 

Bhavanicharan earned his living by s e ~ n g  as financial agent to 
prominent English officials in India, and among the accomplishments that 
recommended him was his proficiency in English, as well as Persiarr and 
native Bengali - that is, his ability to move between languages. Bishop 
Heber, one of his employers, remembered him merely as an "inteUigetlt 
servant,'' one of many "paraded in front of him on his arrival in Calcutta. 
Indeed, he noted that Bhavanicharan was the "editor of a Bengali news- 
paper," and knowledgeable about upcountry. Yet, it is evident from KK 
and the manner in which its author was eulogized by his literary succes- 
sors, that Bhavanicharan himself saw his role, ay an agent, a "propertied 
person," a seasoned traveler, a leader of the conservative section of thc 
Bengali community, and a luminary of the city's "public sphere," from a 
rnorf: exalted perspective. 

In his professional and private life Bhavanicharan must have been 
aware of such differences between Indian and Bri~isk~ representations. 
He must have encountered the difference that opens up between the 
canccptual economies of the two languages at the moment of transla- 
tion. For him the gap between the "oripnal" (public life/sphrrr) and its 
equivalent/"translation" (rrichykam) is of' strategc importance. Here, 1 
am intentionally posing the latter as the translated word (consistent with 
the view that the idea and tools of the public sphere were of European 
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origin), as if Rhavanicllaran w;ih appropriating the "original" Fngl~sh ~ d e a  
and situating it within his kame of reference and action. S t r r ~  horn ~ u c h  
a perspective a drawl,ridgr is cnnstl-ucted twer thc gap betwrrrl 11)t "trans- 
lated" and the "original" to enable the author's provisiotlai passagc frorn 
one cotlceptual terrain 10 another, so that ui~hykama rrlay hccomc the 
translation as well as the original. This metaphoric drawbridgr that 
connects ar~d separates the two conceptual rconumies is thr "new" languagr 
hc uses in KK, and one with which he attcinpts to fiirniliarizr his readers 
- a language that is insistently and scandalously heterogeneous and bears 
the potcntid of translation as in travel. 'This new language Iends 10 the 
pre-colonial corlcept of vishykarma a new "improper" valctlce; the impro- 
priety of which then must be explained away with a myth of elite 
rrsponsihility towards caste. Bhavanicharan is presenting a language of 
urban discourse that is fundamentally different from thc English disroursc 
of the city. 

KK contains two modes of translation - one that allows passage without 
disruption of heterogeneity. and the other as linhwistic appropriation. First 
he defers the translatior~ of English into Bengali (noting rathcr pathetically 
that the language of the ruler has to be accepted in the affairs of the state). 
Second, he exhibits a continual desire to translate verses fiom Sanskrit 
scriptures into Bengali, The language of KK is, itself, freely punctuated 
by Persian and English words. In refuting thc country dweller's accusa- 
tion of ignorance of Sanskrit and Sanskrit-informed Bcngali, the city dweller 
repeatedly demonhtrates his command of thew "purr" languages, by 
moving back and forth between scriptural language dnd cvrryday language. 
This allows Bhavanicharan to produce not only scriptural justification for 
novel practices, but by bringing the "sacred" to reside in the "profane," 
so to speak, he changes the moral parameters of the everyday. His primary 
concerll is to demonstrate that acquaintance with, and even mastcq of, 
foreign languages, is no impediment to structuring one's changed life world 
on the basis of sacred Hindu pararnctm. Once the sacred grounding has 
been established, considerable risk of contamination may not only br 
rndured, but welcomed as a mode of secular power. Marks of he~rro- 
5c:cueity in language and clothing to construct the new self are important 
for Bhavanicharan as they enable his passage iram the sacrcd to the ~ecular,  
from a private circle to the public arena. 

TD follow the city-dweller's passage from the satred to the secular, it is 
useful to pay attention to thc structure of the text. We can decipher five 
clcar transitions in the main body of KK that dividr it i r ~  siu wrtions: 
the introduction whctl thc strangers establish their primary concerns, a 
scction where the I~ouscholder's duties and routii~cs are explained, a portion 
devoted to larlpagc: contarnirlation, the next sectioil devotr:d to the activ- 
ities OS the 11rw ~ocial inst~tution of' dal, followed by activi~jes of a rcadirlg 
public, and the concluding section that deals with improper amusement 
and the disingenuity of elite-centered social relations. KK does not seek 














































































































































































